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Words can never fully express what Biofeedback is all about. I have tried to explain to people how
ZYTO Biocommunication works, but I find that a demonstration is the best way to paint a clear
picture
of
HOW
it
can
save
you
time
&
$$$.
Take a look at this short DEMO video, then contact me if you would like to find out more about
biofeedback and how we can take away the guesswork in finding the right supplements to heal your
body
and
restore
balance!
Meanwhile, check out my blog called "The Green Wonder" to learn about an amazing herb/
superfood that has a broad range of actions, from pain relief to preventing miscarriage and
minimizing menopausal concerns by balancing hormones.

MAY SPECIALS:

STANDARD PROCESS FAT SOLUBLE CHLOROPHYLL
20% off this month
Contact me today to order and find relief from:




pain (from injuries, surgery, arthritis, frozen shoulder, migraines, neuropathy, cramps, muscle
pain, ear infections, etc.)
wounds, including ulcers, tooth sockets after extraction, hemorrhoids and fissures, cuts,
abrasions, burns
miscarriage (combine with Standard Process Wheat Germ Oil for maximum effectiveness) and
menopausal concerns.

Warning: do NOT use if taking blood thinners such as coumadin (contains Vitamin K
which thickens blood and will counteract blood thinners)

UPCOMING EVENTS:

Bob Seebeck has been teaching outdoor education classes for nearly 40 years.
Join him on Sunday, August 10, 2014 at 9am-4pm for an herb walk sponsored by
the Loveland Parks& Recreation Department

RESERVE YOUR SPOT HERE
(limit 20) Class #353000-1
Cost: $26 per person
-ORwe can do a private herb walk on a weekday if there are 15 participants.
Cost: $15 per person (limit 20)
Respond to this email to suggest a day-we must act quickly because he books up quickly!
His book, Survival Plants of Colorado will be available for $45
($5 less than on Amazon, and you don't have to pay shipping either!)

I have recently switched from Constant Contact to SocialZing
for my email newsletter service.

I have done my best to ensure that I have only included current subscribers, so please forgive me if you
have previously unsubscribed from New Vitality News and I have inadvertently emailed you. If that is the
case, kindly unsubscribe once more and accept my apologies!
I hate to see you go!
On the other hand, if you find my newsletter to be informative and helpful, please forward to others who
may be interested. And if you would like to streamline your business, including social media scheduling,
recorded webinar capabilities, capture pages, etc.

Check out everything that SocialZing has to offer!

